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UAFA High School 
Arts Department Course Catalog 

 

Utopian Academy for the Arts High School will open with established partners including, the 

Technical College System of Georgia, the Georgia Department of Economic Development, 

Georgia Film Academy, Trilith Studios, True Colors Theatre Company, Toon Boom Animation, 

The Steve & Marjorie Harvey Foundation and Morehouse College. 

 

  

Acting 

Grades:9th -10th  

Teaching Artist: Ms. Tonia Jackson 

The Acting pathway is designed for committed students who have a strong desire to focus 

primarily on actor training and recognize the craft of acting to approach, comprehend, and 

illuminate the complexity of the human spirit. The program integrates a sequence of courses that 

develops deep self-awareness, heightened intellect, rich emotional life, expanded imagination, 

and generosity as a foundation for the development of a transformational actor. 

 

 

Creative (Dramatic) Writing 

Grades: 9th -10th  

Teaching Artist: Ms. Cheslee Shelton 

The Creative Writing pathway prepares students for academic study as a writer of film and 

television, fiction, creative nonfiction, or drama, as well as editing and publishing. Emphasis will 

be placed on effective use of the writing process, use and ethos of the workshopping, devices of 

narrative, poetic technical craft, and close reading. 

  

Coding and Animation 

Grades:9th-10th  

Teaching Artist: Dr. Michael Rosemond 

The Coding and Animation pathway focuses on preparing students to meet the challenges of 

today’s animation studio and production industry. Beyond gaining a foundation in studio arts, 

students will also develop the skills necessary to express their creative side through the art of 

animation or gaming. The students will matriculate from the creation of basic storyboards and 

animatics through to advanced directing techniques of storytelling utilizing industry software 

Toon Boom Animation, Harmony Pro and Celtx. 
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Fundamentals of Theatre 

Grades:9th-10th  

Teaching Artist: Mr. B. J. Pepukayi 

The Fundamentals of Theatre pathway prepares students to investigate theatre by exploring the 

techniques and origins of a wide variety of theatre arts in various cultures and periods. Students 

develop knowledge in specific theatre styles and enhance their performance opportunities by 

producing, writing, and exploring various roles within the theatrical industry. 
 

Film and Television 

Grades:9th-10th  

Teaching Artist: Mr. Juan Ponder 

The Film and Television pathway prepares students for creative, business, legal and academic 

study in film and television. The program integrates historical and critical analysis with industry 

studies to cultivate informed and responsible media consumers and creators. The students will 

have the opportunity to gain hands on experiences with equipment used within the industry such 

as “Final Cut Pro” video editing software, Canon cameras, and Apple computer systems. 

Students will train with industry media pre-production software Celtx designed for creating and 

organizing media projects consisting of screenplays, films, videos, and podcasts. 

 

Studio Music Production and Performance  

Grade:9th-10th  

Teaching Artist: Mr. Darius Redman 

The Studio Music Production and Performance pathway prepares students to learn the skills of 

modern music production for today’s media landscape by creating original musical sketches, 

recording, editing, and mixing. Students will learn to edit music and audio elements in a timeline 

and prepare for mixdown by carefully selecting the best takes and learn mix setup and asset 

management for delivery. 
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